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games

Games Review

PASSION MEETS PRECISION

Game: Middle-earth: Shadow
of War
Rating:

ALSO THIS MONTH:

What is it?

Strong and Stylish

60-61 SPORTY
AND STYLISH
62 A COOL AND
CLASSY COUPÉ

CHARLIE HOLDING
This stunning model leaves a lasting impression thanks to its sublime
selection of features and raw power.

The sequel to the critically acclaimed
Middle-earth: Shadow of Mordor, this
game features an original story with the
return of Talion and Celebrimbor, who must
go behind enemy lines to forge an army
and turn all of Mordor against the Dark
Lord, Sauron. Set between the events of
The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, the
game offers a richer, more personal and
expansive world full of epic heroes and
villains, iconic locations, original enemy
types, even more personalities and a new
cast of characters with untold stories.

Verdict:

Gameplay

FIFA 18

Edited by Apple Sharma

A fantastic action thriller.

Players wield a new Ring of Power and
confront the deadliest of enemies, including Sauron and his Nazgul, in
a monumental battle for Middle-earth. The open-world actionadventure game is brought to life through the expansion of the
Nemesis System. This robust personalisation from the first game is
now applied to the entire world where the environments and
characters are all shaped by player actions and decisions, creating a
personal world unique to every gameplay experience. Shadow of War
expands on the Nemesis System with the introduction of Followers
who bring about entirely new stories of loyalty, betrayal and revenge.

Score incredible goals in FIFA 18 as
new movement and finishing
animations unlock more fluid striking
and heading of the ball. All-new
crossing controls bring greater options
to how you send it into the box. It also
introduces Real Player Motion
Technology, an all-new animation
system that unlocks the next level of
responsiveness and player personality.

What’s New

Festina Group introduces its Candino
brand’s new C-Sport collection,
featuring a range of gents' timepieces.
This new stainless-steel Swiss Made
chronograph, with a 45mm case and
10ATM water resistance, comes in a
variety of metallic dials – silver, electric
blue, anthracite and black – all with
contrasting coloured sub-dials and
hands. Presented in stainless-steel
bracelet or with a leather strap.
Available at A La Mode outlets.

Graphics

Each of Shadow of War’s five zones looks markedly different, and
fast-travelling between the icy mountains of Sergost to the green
swamps of Nurnen and the volcanic Gorgoroth gives it a good sense
of variety. Each area is full of ruins and other structures to climb on
and tunnels to explore, plus an urban Fortress area filled with
imposing architecture. Furthermore, orcs look markedly different and
you’ll soon be able to recognise various captains who have advanced
through the Nemesis System.

Super Mario Odyssey

Join Mario on a massive, globetrotting 3D
adventure and use his incredible new abilities to
collect Moons so you can power up your airship,
the Odyssey, and rescue Princess Peach from
Bowser’s wedding plans! This sandbox-style 3D
Mario adventure is packed with secrets and
surprises, and with Mario’s new moves like cap
throw, cap jump, and capture, you’ll have fun and
exciting gameplay experiences.
Challenge friends to beat your time.

The Evil Within 2

The Evil Within 2 is the latest evolution of
survival horror. Detective Sebastian
Castellanos has lost it all. But when given a
chance to save his daughter, he must descend
once more into the nightmarish world of STEM.
Horrifying threats emerge from every corner as
the world twists and warps around him. Will
Sebastian face adversity head on with
weapons and traps, or sneak through the
shadows to survive?
November 2017 81
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Bold Faced, Style Aced
Mercedes-AMG CLA 45 4MATIC

T

he Mercedes-AMG CLA 45 4MATIC
coupé is a mouthful to say, let’s be
honest. It doesn’t exactly roll off the
tongue but, I assure you, the name will
stay firmly planted in your brain after you testdrive it.
Dubbed by some motoring critics as ‘the baby
CLS’ (it’s certainly easier to say), this vehicle is
unmistakably from the same family. Despite its
smaller stature, it packs as much punch as its
famous sibling and definitely makes an
immediate impression.
Flowing curves and sweeping arcs create a
body that’s simply beautiful from every angle.
Aggressively styled, aerodynamic lower
bodywork catches the eye at first glance and
hints at the impressive capability under the
bonnet (more about that later).
The cabin is spacious and there’s enough
room to comfortably seat four adults. The model
I drove had bucket seats in the front, a nice
touch that really added to the sporty ambience.
Speaking of which, the understated, yet
elegant, red and black colour scheme looked
really cool.
An eight-inch freestanding screen takes
centre stage atop the wing-like dash, while

aluminium-ringed air vents complete the look.
Every shape and surface is designed to please
the eye – what else would you expect from
this marque?
The steering wheel features a racing-inspired
flat-bottom design, thick padding and a leatherwrapped rim with side grips, putting the
delights of precise handling literally in the
driver’s hands. Convenient multifunction
controls do likewise while operating frequently
needed vehicle functions.
Once I’d familiarised myself with the settings
and the three different driving modes, I set off
on an adventure around the island – in Sport,
obviously. Regular BTM readers may remember
I love the sound of a roaring engine note and
this model has a great one. In fact, I even made
a couple of passes through a tunnel just to turn
the volume up to 11!
Finding a parking space around Manama can
often be challenging. Luckily, the dimensions of
this car make light work of slotting in, and the
nimble, responsive steering requires nothing
more than a light caress.
During my test drive, the weather was typically
hot and humid. Everyone in Bahrain knows the
pain of getting into a car at around midday after

Urban Calling
Merge with the textures
around you with Parfois’
Autumn-Winter 17 Collection.
The new season brings
strong prints, bold colours
and rich details – fur and
statement pieces are perfect
for the cooler days.
Available at Parfois, City
Centre Bahrain.

Spoilt for Choice
To complement the styles already dedicated to Audemars
Piguet’s Millenary line, women can now choose from a new
range of colours and materials to give their wardrobe a
twist. Enjoy a bit of wristband fun, as the straps offer rubber,
alligator, textile or even a velvet-like finish and various
shades – blue, grey, red, pink, light green and purple.
Available at Audemars Piguet Boutique, Moda Mall.

Call Al Haddad Motors on 17 785-454.
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NARS Cosmetics introduces the Audacious Collection for
Autumn 2017. Total-control Audacious mascara separates,
lengthens and amplifies lashes with rich jewel tones. Six ultrasaturated shades of Audacious lipstick deliver full-coverage
formula in bold colours, all in one swipe.
Available at leading retailers.

Signature Chic
Update any wardrobe with these beautiful and elegant Carolina
Herrera Insignia bracelets. These gold-plated pieces are cast in
the shape of the house’s CH initials and add a touch of
sophistication to any look.
Available at CH Carolina Herrera, City Centre Bahrain.

parking in the sun – it’s like stepping into an
oven. Fortunately, the fantastic dual zone airconditioning kept me cool as a cucumber and
didn’t take long to circulate through the entire
vehicle – no oven gloves required!
While some drivers are all about letting the car
do the work, I prefer a more hands-on approach,
literally. Using the paddle shifters I could shift
gears quickly and confidently – it makes me feel
more connected to the vehicle. Fear not, if you
prefer to rely on the seven-speed dual-clutch
transmission with AMG SPEEDSHIFT technology,
you’re in safe hands too.
When it comes to overall handling, few
marques are on par with Mercedes AMG and it
never ceases to amaze me how well these cars
perform. Light and agile are just some of the
words to describe the drive, but if I had to pick
just one – powerful.
Under the bonnet, a four-cylinder 375bhp
engine guarantees a spirited, dynamic drive.
This model makes the 0-100kmph dash in 4.1
seconds, which is not just shorter than it takes
to say the car’s name, it’s the exact amount of
time it takes for you to fall in love with it!
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happenings

LIVING WATERS
SOUNDSCAPES RETURNS

When? November 10
Event? Environmental Day
Venue? Bahrain Yacht Club

When? November 10
Event? Matthias Meyer and Leafar Legov — (Live)
Venue? Oasis Bahrain

A family environmental day hosted by the yacht club
and new organisation Make Our Seas Live Again.
There’ll be a beach clean-up at Bird Island, with
registration at 11am, and organisers are seeking boatowners to transport volunteers. They aim to be back
at the Yacht Club by around 3pm for a barbecue with
kids’ activities and music and a prize for the boat
which brings back the most garbage. Sounds like a
great opportunity to get out on the water, meet new
people and do something good for the environment.
Call 17 700-677.

B-BOYS IN ACTION
When? November 10
Event? Korea Festival
Venue? City Centre Bahrain

Hosted by the Korea Foundation, the Embassy of
the Republic of Korea and Bahrain Authority for
Culture and Antiquities, this event features Jinjo
Crew – one of the world’s top B-Boy teams, with
an opening performance by Bahrain dance crew,
Red Ant Army.
There’ll be a host of dance and musical
performances as well as storytelling, beat boxing,
audience participation, picture opportunities and
more. The action kicks off at 7pm.
Call 17 177-771.

A nine-hour day into night
outdoor musical happening
with two headliners:
Matthias Meyer of
Watergate, Berlin, and
Leafar Legov of Giegling,
Hamburg, playing live.
The day will start at 3pm
with local talents and
Soundscapes residents
Hameed and Zone+ of All Day I Dream. Joining them is
Unleash London’s very own, Daylomar! There’ll be food
trucks on site (BYOB) and kids and pets are allowed until
dark. Tickets are BD20 from www.residentadvisor.net
facebook.com/soundscapes.bahrain

A MUSICAL EVENING
When? November 10
Event? Opera
Venue? La Fontaine Centre of Contemporary Art
Enjoy an evening of opera at
La Fontaine, with a
performance by soprano
Anna Kutkowska-Kass and
Tamara Granat on piano.
Anna’s repertoire features
the majority of arias and
songs written for soprano
with coloratura. She
performs cameral and
symphonic concerts, as well
as contemporary music, and
has taken part in many
festivals, including the
European Opera Festival of Jan Kiepura in Krynica and the
International Chopin Festival in Antonin. Her teacher of vocal
art was the famous Polish opera singer Maria Fołtyn.
Tamara Granat is the founder and leader of Duo Granat.
Over the course of her career, she has recorded 13 albums,
12 DVDs and numerous pieces for Polish radio and television.
She has also performed in various European countries, in the
USA, Russia and Indonesia.
The programme includes pieces from Mozart, Rossini,
Puccini, Chopin, Moniuszko and Gershwin.
Tickets are priced at BD20+ for concert only and BD30+ for
concert and dinner.
Call 17 230-123, email info@lafontaineartcentre.net or
visit www.lafontaineartcentre.net

When? November 10
Event? Environmental Day
Venue? Bahrain Yacht Club
E Call 17 700-677.
When? November 10
Event? Matthias Meyer and
Leafar Legov (Live)
Venue? Oasis Bahrain
E facebook.com/
soundscapes.bahrain
When? November 10
Event? Korea Festival
Venue? City Centre Bahrain
E Call 17 177-771.
When? November 10
Event? Opera
Venue? La Fontaine Centre of
Contemporary Art
E Call 17 230-123, email
info@lafontaineartcentre.
net or visit www.
lafontaineartcentre.net
When? November 11
Event? Zumba Masterclass
Venue? Crowne Plaza Bahrain
E Call 39 389-647.
When? November 11
Event? Awali Festive Fayre
Venue? Bapco Club, Awali
E Call 39 850-372 or
39 459-217.
When? November 11
Event? Annual Scarecrow Trail
Venue? Rainbows for Kids,
Muharraq
E Call 17 345-090.
When? November 12
Event? Ballet Romeo and Juliet
Venue: Bahrain National Theatre
E virginmegastore.me
When? November 12-30
Event? Exhibition Expressing and
Modelling in Sculpture
Venue? Hend Gallery
E Call 17 325-121.
When? November 13
Event? Bahrain Writers’ Circle
Venue? Umami
Meet like-minded people
to discuss writing tasks
and needs.
E Call 39 574-795.
www.bahrainthismonth.com
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Informative! Bahrain This Month informs its

social activists in the Spotlight section. Inside

readers about the latest happenings and

Business, there’s a round up of important local

events taking place around town, impacting on

news and more people-based interviews with

both business and personal lives. We ensure

entrepreneurs and business leaders.

that Bahrain’s great way of life is celebrated by
Our Lifestyle section features all those things

our audience.

which make life more enjoyable, whether through
The Happenings section is filled with information

the Destination Report columns or the sections on

about events and activities all around the Kingdom.

Motoring, Downtime and What’s New, including the

Events are previewed and a detailed calendar is

latest Fashion.

integrated into the editorial pages. There are
specific pages for After Dark events including

Life would not be complete without our Dining

parties, live music and a detailed events calendar.

section, and here we do not disappoint. New
restaurants, chefs and theme nights are all covered

There are profiles with movers and shakers in the

and summarised in our F&B happenings pages

Personality and Diplomatic Talk pages, and

which also include reviews on the best places to

interviews with the Kingdom’s influencers and

eat in town as well as the latest offers.
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US-based artist, Simeen Farhat, talks about life, art and her relationship with language.

S

imeen Farhat’s innate passion for art
began at an early age, with sketching
and drawing in the second grade and
winning awards for paintings in junior
high. Although originally wanting to pursue
science and become an engineer, she
acknowledges a sister for swaying her in the
direction of the art world. “One of my sisters is
a graphic designer and said with my natural
talent for the fine arts that I should instead
consider art school,” says Simeen.
Born in Karachi, Pakistan, Simeen moved to
the US to get her Bachelor’s and Master’s
degrees in printmaking. It was during this time
that she developed a fascination with language
and texts. “I was going to a lot of museum
exhibitions, particularly Egyptian exhibitions
showcasing beautiful hieroglyphics,” she says.
“I was also taking undergraduate anthropology
classes, looking at how language has evolved,
and that’s where I developed my connection
with the power of language.” Simeen’s late
father, well versed in Urdu, Farsi and English,
also played a tremendous role in the shaping
of her work, which can be seen in her recent
exhibition, ‘The Breath of Poetry’, which is
being held at La Fontaine Centre of
Contemporary Art. The show brings to life
eloquent words in many languages, by Eastern
50 November 2017

and Western poets, writers and philosophers,
including her own written inspirations. “The
breath of poetry has become for me a
language of form, of distortion and revelation
suspended between the linguistic and the
visual,” says Simeen. “The breath of not just
my father, but of all of us who strive to reach
each other in the inherited forms of culture,
sound and shape.”
Her unique style of art is reminiscent of
calligraphy and plays with letters and texts to
produce striking three-dimensional sculptures
that explore deeper issues of human identity.
According to Simeen: “Language is how we
connect to our past, our present and our future.
It’s how we make sense of the world and
ourselves. And I’m interested in the poetic or
the verses because I like to play with words
and I see them as shapes in 3D.”
Simeen’s work has been exhibited worldwide,
with major shows in New York, London, Dubai,
Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Kuwait and Karachi
amongst others. She was recently invited to
participate at one of the collateral exhibitions at
the 56th Venice Biennale, 2017, and will be
exhibiting at the Contemporary Calligraphy
Biennale at the Sharjah Museum of
Contemporary Art.
Recalling her first exhibition in Bahrain in

2011, Simeen clearly has a soft spot for the
island. “I love Bahrain, especially the people,
who are very open-minded and laid back,” she
says. “It’s a small country but I’ve been very
impressed with the art scene and the number
of talented artists showing and exhibiting
here,” she adds. Pressed on what advice she
has for budding Bahraini artists, she says: “I
think you have to be honest with yourself.
Inspiration is good, but don’t try to imitate
what’s trendy at the moment. Just be true to
yourself and follow your passion.”
Asked who her favourite artist is, Simeen is
quick to respond, and says: “Marcel Duchamp,
because I think he was brilliant. He had a lot of
wit in his work and was very conceptual, but he
was also a very good painter, demonstrated in
his classic cubism painting ‘Nude Descending a
Staircase’.” And speaking of her own favourite
piece, she points to one of her newest works,
saying: “I think one of my most cherished
pieces is ‘Blood Shot is Blood Loved’, which
re-creates the moment a large-scale drop of
blood hits the ground.”
When she’s not busy with her art projects,
Simeen likes to socialise with her friends and
family. “I also have a passion for cooking and
like to spend my spare time reading and
listening to music,” she says.
www.bahrainthismonth.com
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GHOSTLY GOINGS ON

THE DIPLOMAT RADISSON BLU HOTEL, RESIDENCE & SPA

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL

When? November 2
Event? Ghosts of the Moulin Rouge
Venue? Yard House

A Season of
Celebrations

When? November 2
Event? Dead Faces Living
Venue? Bossanova, Adliya

LIALI JEWELLERY

Bahraini rockers MUST are in the house for an evening of masquerade and
burlesque at one of the island’s newest nightlife venues. Head back to the
19th century on the streets of Paris, France. The Moulin Rouge promised to
be the most seductive cabaret venue yet and made stars out of the girls
who danced there through the notorious high-kicking Can-Can.
Tragedy struck in 1915, when a raging fire engulfed the entire building.
It is not known how many were trapped inside leaving their ghosts to
wander the bars and corridors of the venue ever more!
Join in the spirit of this spooky time of year. Dress code for ladies is
masks and burlesque, guys should be suited and booted. Entrance is BD5
for men or BD20 with unlimited open bar. Girls get in free and receive
three complimentary drinks.
Call 36 255-195/33 412-510.

Elegance that
Bedazzles

Groundrulez presents a spooky special with music from DJs Swif and
Sooz. Dig out your scary costumes and dancing shoes for a night of
fun, games and more to a sound track of commercial hip-hop, R&B
and nightmare music. Girls get in free, for men entry is BD5 before
11pm and BD10 thereafter. Dress code is costumes and face paint –
and there’s a BD5 fine for those who don’t make the effort. You have
been warned!
Call 17 410-844/35 919-164/38 888-019.

BATTLE STATIONS

GOOD VIBRATIONS

When? November 3
Event? Battle of the DJs
Venue? Coral Bay
Miami Events
proudly presents
Battle of the DJs
vol. 1. Are you a
DJ? Prepare to
show off your talent
and be in with a
chance to win
USD2,000. There’s
also music by Dj
Epps from Miami
Beach together
with model Chaneth
and support from
some of Bahrain’s
favourite talents.
The event’s hosted by @awesomekhalid and this is the first round of
the competition.
Call 34 223-992/66 949-984.

Renowned for offering classy and luxurious designs in
exclusive handcrafted pieces, LIALI Jewellery
launches the exquisite Tessitore Collection from Italy.
The collection features a selected range of bangles
and rings available in pure 18k white, yellow and rose
gold versions. The items are handmade with ultimate
precision and finesse using the unique tubogas
technology. Elegant precious gold wires are twined
and moulded to form graceful designs, which make
this line alluring and elite. Finely crafted cords come
together to produce modern and trendy creations for
everyday use, while real diamond-encrusted bangles
dazzle to uplift traditional ensembles.
Revealing more about the gorgeous collection,
LIALI Jewellery managing director Anuraag Sinha
says: “Tessitore is not only unique at expressing the
wearer’s individuality but each piece or bangle is
subject to an intricate process of designing, crafting
and diamond-setting with stringent quality
standards and superior craftsmanship. It’s a
luxurious amalgamation of the traditional jewellerymaking process with new-age technology to create
modern and ethnic compositions. We are glad to
present Tessitore, a scintillating collection that

This brand’s latest Italian
jewellery collection is now
launched in Bahrain, featuring
beautiful creations made with the
finest 18k gold.

When? November 9
Event? Terrace Vibes ft Hakan Akkus
Venue? Oliveto
After lots of requests,
Vibes returns to
Oliveto terrace for
another classy night
featuring
international DJ and
producer Hakan
Akkus, who’s played
at some of the
biggest venues in
Turkey and beyond.
He’ll be supported by
local favourites, DJ
Ramy and Andy
Collins, who’ll get the night started with a selection of extraordinary
beats. The event runs from 7pm-2am and the venue capacity is 300,
so go early to avoid disappointment.
Call 36 396-333/34 518-079.

LIALI stores are currently positioned in prime
locations across the UAE, Bahrain and Oman.
Call 17 178-160 or visit www.lialijewellery.com
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marries the perennial allure of 18k gold with the
latest designs.”
The Tessitore Collection is both versatile and
contemporary, with a starting price of BD375, and is
available at the LIALI Jewellery showroom in City
Centre Bahrain.
A Dubai-based company with a chain of up-market
boutiques, the brand was established in June 1999 by
Raed Ahmad Baker and Anuraag Sinha. Today, it
boasts more than 20 outlets in most of the UAE’s
landmark locations. It specialises in certified
diamonds, pearls, precious and semi-precious stones,
18k gold and customised handcrafted pieces. The
company takes pride in bringing forward innovative
concepts in jewellery and consistently endeavours to
keep up with the latest trends around the world. It is
associated with fine jewellery and personalised
service that epitomise trust, and has established itself
as a name to reckon with over the last 18 years.

www.bahrainthismonth.com
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Audemars Piguet Boutique
Re-opening Audemars Piguet, with

Mohammed Jaffar & Mohammed Al Zain

bystander

Khalid, Nader & Ebrahim

Indonesian Independence Day Reception

partners Asia Jewellers, inaugrated the newly
re-designed Audemars Piguet Boutique in Moda Mall.

HE Nur Rahardjo, Indonesian Ambassador, hosted a reception in celebration of 72 years
of Indonesia’s independence at The Diplomat Radisson Blu Hotel, Residence and Spa.

Metayer, Jasmin Audemars & Steve

The cake-cutting ceremony

Humbert, Jeanine, Ilyana & Silvia

Kostas & Georgina

Ali, Nader & Abdulla

Retnani & HE Nur Rahardjo

Fatma, Carolina, Retnani, Wani & Sanjida

Jina & HE Koo Hyunmo

bystan

The line-up of events for the festive season at
this five-star hotel is guaranteed to get the
party going with a bang.
Welcome the festive season at the Diplomat
Radisson Blu Hotel, Residence & Spa by
celebrating in style at the various venues within
the property.
Enjoy a mouthwatering Thanksgiving feast
with all the traditional trimmings, from turkey to
pumpkin pie and much more besides, at the Al
Fanar Ballroom rooftop venue for just BD13 per

person on November 23.
Get into the Christmas spirit with the
traditional tree lighting which takes place on
December 7. It’s an event not to be missed with
a huge festive tree featuring more than 5,000
twinkling adornments as well as the fun
gingerbread house decoration competition in
the Grand Ambassador Ballroom and a special
visit from Santa Claus, who will be on hand to
charm the little ones. The confections cost
BD12 per person with complimentary goodies,
icing and sweets.

Soak up the true joyful atmosphere with
Christmas Brunch at Al Fanar Ballroom rooftop
venue on December 22 and 25 from noon to
4pm. This special outing is priced at BD30 per
person with selected drinks. Kids under 12 eat
at half price and those under six dine for free.
On New Year’s Eve, the Diplomat is the place
to be for an amazing party to welcome 2018.
Each year the Grand Ambassador Ballroom is
decorated in style, there’s live entertainment
and sumptuous food which together keep
guests coming back time and again. The price
is BD55 per person, including selected drinks,
and advance booking is highly recommended to
avoid disappointment as this is one venue that
always proves extremely popular.
To take the travel hassle out of your New Year
celebration, there are special room packages
also available with a very competitive rate.
And, if you want to enjoy Christmas at home
with friends and family but without being tied to
the kitchen, you can take advantage of the
hotel’s Turkey To Go offer – they provide the
turkey and all the trimmings, you take the
credit. And you can even get 10 per cent
discount on the New Year’s Eve party!
The Diplomat Radisson Blu Hotel offers 367
rooms and suites, five restaurants and bars,
along with 16 fully-equipped meeting rooms,
making it the perfect venue for business or
pleasure. And with many new upgrades to the
property and its extensive range of seasonal
events and promotions, it’s the perfect place to
enjoy the festivities.
Call 17 531-666.

www.bahrainthismonth.com
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Consumer Reports provide our readers with an
opportunity to examine the best ways to spend disposable
income on life’s luxuries, with in-depth looks at the
products and services available in the marketplace. From a
review of the latest sports utility vehicles, to electronic
gadgets, home entertainment systems and much, much
more, Bahrain This Month informs its readers about the
best choices available and from where.
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BE SEEN! The Bystander section, spread throughout the
magazine, is the place to be seen with local and
(sometimes) international celebrities featured extensively.
A pictorial memoir of events occurring in the previous
month, Bystander includes the best of thousands of
photographs taken at dozens of events each month.

MORE REACH…
PUBLISHER’S DATA:
Bahrain This Month continues to top the rankings for
readership surveys conducted by external organisations
(such as PARC) and in studies carried out by our clients.
We make sure Bahrain This Month reaches our target
audience, every month. Our current monthly print run is
13,750 copies, with a readership in excess of 60,000.

High-traffic locations
We have carefully researched key distribution points
around Bahrain where those with high disposable incomes
congregate either to work or spend their leisure time.
These high-traffic locations include waiting areas inside
offices, upmarket cafés and restaurants, hospitals,
dentists, beauty salons, fitness centres and spas.

12%

10%

6%

25-29

VIPs
A copy of Bahrain This Month is delivered to each
embassy and selected government ministries.
Promotional copies
Each month complimentary issues of Bahrain This Month
are dispatched to clients, advertising agencies and for use
by our own sales team.

BAHRAINI
& ARAB
NATIONALS

30-34

EXPAT
RESIDENTS

25%

35-39

BD400 - BD700

23%

21%

14%

40%
BD700 - BD1,000

40-44

19%

55%

Monthly Salary Profile

45+
15%

45%

4%

Data for Age Profile

20-24
Retail outlets
More than 160 retail outlets, including major bookshops
and supermarkets, receive Bahrain This Month for sale.

VIPS & PROMOTIONAL

RETAIL SALES

16%

INDIVIDUALLY NAMED

52%

Nationality Profile

HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS

Major hotels
Our distribution into the major five- and four-star hotels is
geared towards areas of high traffic, including business
centres, meeting areas and management offices.

HOTELS

Individually named and requested copies
A feature of our international distribution database is the
number of copies that are named before being dispatched,
ensuring only those who have requested the magazine
receive a personal copy. To qualify, we require recipients
to verify their personal details.

GDN SUBSCRIBERS

Data for print run analysis
The Gulf Daily News newspaper
Each subscriber to the leading English-language daily
newspaper in Bahrain, the GDN, receives a monthly
complimentary copy of Bahrain This Month.

8%

35%
BD1,000+

Digital Media Support Options for Bahrain This Month
Bahrain This Month has introduced an integrated digital and social media support facility for those advertisers engaged in print advertising in BTM.
Rather than choose between print and digital promotional offerings, BTM provides you with an integrated solution of professionally produced, editorially
effective content (in print) combined with effective digital proliferation.
In order to provide advertisers with the best promotional tool available, thereby ensuring our online and offline audience fans benefit from as smooth
and seamless a user experience as possible, we have launched interactive web applications for both Bahrain This Month and Woman This Month.
Our new state-of-the-art digital platforms offer advertisers an innovative way to express their brand story and buyers’ journey experience on
smartphones, tablet pcs and desktops in a user-friendly, responsive environment. The web is a rapidly evolving space and it’s extremely important for
marketers to keep up to date with new technologies and trends enabling them to effectively communicate with customers.
BTM web exposure can help advertisers achieve this goal. BTM’s digital platform will help brands link their message directly to customers and
prospective clients with the overall objective of creating stronger, more valuable engagements online.

Salient Features of BTM Digital Platform
1. Content Marketing: Brand Awareness
We publish high-quality content on a regular basis, which is directly relevant to our followers.
Online content marketing support is available on a monthly basis to clients advertising with us, including publishing articles on website and social media
platforms. PR material submitted must conform to our house style and will be edited accordingly.
2. Events Management
Having an event? Create your online event listing, promote and manage every detail of your event with BTM Web.
Our fast and easy-to-use interface enables you to link your BTM event page to your website/ any URL to convert visitors to sales.
3. Gallery Management
Share pictures and videos either publicly or privately on BTM web. Private albums will be accessible to followers who have registered on BTM web.
4. Strong focus on SEO. All our content is indexed extremely well.
5. Social Media Integration
Please note: You send us PR materials including text, images, and videos for BTM website via email.

Salient Features of BTM Social Media Support
1. Brand Awareness Exercises: Promotional Posts - Brand related updates, product reviews/brand stories in the form of video content and infographics
will be posted to share the brand updates to the online audience. We can provide promotional posts during the advertising duration, each month
featuring a new brand update relevant to your current marketing campaign.
2. Custom Campaigns: We can create special social media packages exclusively for BTM’s online audience e.g. offering discounts to users of BTM,
based on their engagement with the brand. The offers should be unique to RHM titles and the audience generated by such campaigns.
3. Competitions: Competitions that talk about the brand, trigger an action like voting for your favourite product, service or exclusive merchandise. Giveaway vouchers or prizes can be distributed to select users for their content sharing/engagement activities.
Please note: Logistics of all the above points to be discussed with you prior to the execution of the plan.
We can also design, curate and create content for sharing and engagement purposes at additional cost. The above approach is designed to significantly
contribute to your ‘brand buzz’, brand recall and help create brand-loyal customers for your company. We believe print and online promotion go hand-inhand and together will certainly enhance the brand image.
Do let us know your interest in looking at the social media promotion of your brand on our media pages by supporting us with your valuable gift
coupons, give-aways and discount vouchers.
Online exposure for BTM as of 30 November 2017

Over 40,000 views

Over 100,000 followers

Over 5,300 followers

Over 3,500 followers

bahrain
this month

ADVERTISEMENT RATES & MECHANICAL DATA
Terms and Conditions

Full Colour Rate in Bahrain Dinars
Advertisement		

Print Area

(H x W)

Trim Size

(H x W)

Cost (BD)

Cover - Gate Fold		

262 x 402

278 x 427

3,550

Double Page Spread*

262 x 416

278 x 432

1,925

Back Cover		

262 x 191

278 x 216

2,035

Inside Cover, Front or Back

262 x 191

278 x 216

1,405

Opposite Inside Front Cover

262 x 191

278 x 216

1,320

DPS*, pages 2-3		

262 x 416

278 x 432

2,220

Left Hand Page, pages 4-8

262 x 191

278 x 216

1,155

DPS*, pages 10-11

262 x 416

278 x 432

2,120

Right Hand Page, pages 13-29

262 x 191

278 x 216

1,100

Full Page, other pages

262 x 191

278 x 216

1,075

Half Page - Horizontal

125 x 191		

580

Half Page - Vertical

253 x 94

580

Quarter Page		

125 x 94		

360

Eighth Page** - Horizontal

61 x 94		

250

Eighth Page** - Vertical

125 x 45.5		

250

Submission of artworks. All artworks must be in
digital format, either on a CD ROM, via email or
by FTP. Additionally, a proof copy of the artwork
either as a PDF or a hard copy, in full colour,
should be delivered to the Red House Marketing
office in Bahrain.
Cancellations. Any cancellations must be
received in writing no later than 30 days prior to
the publication date, in order to be effective.
Credit Terms. Thirty days from date of invoice.

Other Technical Data
Acceptable software formats. InDesign CS,
QuarkXpress, Freehand, Illustrator, Photoshop,
Press Quality PDF, TIFF and EPS, with all fonts
supplied or converted to outlines;
Screen. 150 lines per inch;
High resolution images. All images must be
supplied in 300 dpi, CMYK, accompanied by a
hard copy in colour.

* Ensure that 6mm on either side of the spine does not contain any text as it will be lost in binding;
** Eighth page advertisements are only available in the listings section of the magazine.
Trim Size: 278mm x 216mm, Bleed: Add 5mm on all sides
Other Special Position Request: Add 10% to cost of full page;
Additional Colour: Quoted on request.

Consumer Report Advertising
3+1 Consumer Report Package: Designed for those clients handling multiple brands and/or
products, the 3+1 package — only available for advertisements placed inside Consumer Reports
— entails payment for three advertisements and receiving one advertisement free-of-charge. The
package also includes three pages of guaranteed editorial support. However, the editorial coverage
must relate to the products or services included within the advertisements placed. Cost BD2,925.
Cost of advertorial will be added as full page/dps rate less 20% net.

Agency Commissions and Discounts
Advertising Agency Commission: 15% on rate card price;
Prepayment Discount: 5% on net price;
Series Discount, 3 – 6 consecutive inserts: 5% on rate card price, available on bookings placed
within a single calendar year; and
Series Discount, 7 – 12 consecutive inserts: 10% on rate card price, available on bookings placed
within a single calendar year.
Recommended Retail Price - BD 2/-

Publication Data
Publication Date
Booking Deadline
Copy Deadline
Artwork Deadline

1st of month
20th of month prior to publication
18th of month prior to publication
22nd of month prior to publication
Published by:

To book your advertisement, contact a sales representative at:
Tel: (+973) 17 813-777 Fax: (+973) 17 813-700 e-mail: sales@redhousemarketing.com
mailing address: P.O. Box 20461, Manama, Bahrain.

Artwork Charges
Where Red House Marketing is required to
produce an artwork on behalf of an advertiser, the
following charges will apply:
Full Page		
Half Page		
Quarter Page
Eighth Page

BD
BD
BD
BD

150
110
80
60

About Red House Marketing
Red House Marketing (RHM) was founded in 1991
and is based in Bahrain.
As well as Bahrain This Month, RHM also
publishes Woman This Month (monthly magazine),
the annual Bahrain Hotel & Restaurant Guide, The
Bahrain Health, Medical & Wellbeing Guide, The
Bahrain Education & Personal Development Guide,
The Bahrain Desert Times (fortnightly Newspaper)
and MWR (quarterly).
The activities of the company, however, are not
restricted to publishing. RHM also offers clients a
range of services including advertising, public
relations, market research, direct marketing and
event management.
Our clients include blue-chip local, regional and
international organisations. Our management team
is highly experienced in the publishing and media
business, both within the Middle East and
internationally.

